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1. INTRODUCTION 
For/? a strictly positive real number define, for all integers n, the sequences 
\u„ = Pun_l+un_2, u0 = o, ux = \, 
Vn=pVn.l+Vn_2, V0 = 2, Vx = p. 




a" 8" U„ = -—£- and V„ = a"+/3", 
a^p+4p± and p=PzJp± 
2 ^ 2 
We see that afi--\a>\ and - 1 < /? < 0. 
It is known that the infinite sums 
^ 1 00 i and £ — 
n=Q ^2n+l n=0 ^2n 
can be found by using certain constants associated with Jacobian elliptic functions, while the sums 
CO -. CO -j 
Zy and Z7— 
involve the Lambert series. For an introduction to these matters we recommend Horadam [6], 
which contains a wealth of references to original sources. Further excellent references are 
Bruckman [5], Almkvist [1], and Borwein and Borwein [3]. Other types of reciprocal sums 
which involve Lambert series can be found in Andre-Jeannin [2]. 
In the above four sums, the task of summation is shared equally between the Lambert series 
and the Jacobian elliptic functions. The purpose of this paper is to give further reciprocal sums in 
which the task of summation is similarly shared, thus exhibiting a pleasing symmetry of method. 
While the results in Section 3 are believed to be new, they are variations and extensions of 
known results, and so their proofs contain nothing truly innovative. For this reason we simply 
state each result and indicate where in the literature a similar proof can be found. In Section 4 we 
obtain results the like of which we have not seen, and which involve Lambert series. Interestingly, 
certain special cases of these results have known "dual" results which involve the Jacobian elliptic 
functions, further highlighting our comments above. 
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2, NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In the theory of Jacobian elliptic functions we have, in standard notation, 
f^2 dt A „ . tnl1 dt *-i 0 VTT^sm' ',2 - 2 - and K'=r . " . / Jo Vl + £ ' 2 s inV 
where 0 < k, k' < 1, and £2 + A'2 = 1. See, for example, [5] and [7]. Write q = e-K'*'K {Q<q<\) 
Then (see [7]) 
2£ = i+ .JZT +J2l+J2l+ . . . , 
1 + ^ 2 1-f-g4 l-hq6 7T 
2kK = 4 ^ " [ 4 ^ ^ 4 ^ ? ^ 
Thus, for a given q (0 < q < 1), we are able to find the unique values of K, k, K\ and kf. 
The Lambert series is defined as 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
A*) = I 
«=1 l - x w ? 
ixi<i: 
For |x| < 1 we require the following three results, which occur as Lemma 1 in [2]: 
oo Y2"+* 
2-T 
n = 0 1 
Jln+l = L(x)-L(x2); 
f x" 2\. = L(x)-2L(x2) 
oo Y 2 n + l 
Ylrf-^ = L(x)-3L(x2) + 2L(x<). 
« = 0 1 + X 
Finally, we require the following lemma. 





a r (2«+l)w u r (2«+l)2w 
u, (2n+l)m 
^(2n+l)m^(2n+l)2m 
, /II even; 
(a-P) -+-( 2 / 7 + 1 W (2«+l)2mi7 a F(2«+l)m a y(2n+l)2m 
u, ^ ^ , iff odd; 
^2«+l)/?r (2/7+l)2m 
(a - /?) ^ v nm ** r2nm. 
— nm 
ynrrf2 
-, w even. 
2ww 

























nmy _ y 
** r 2nm v nm 
a
lnmV K nm 2nm 
anm^a2nm + glnm^ _ ^nm + ^ ) 
"**' ' nm' Turn 
a3nm_anm 
2nmy y 
** r nm 2nm. 
anm_pnm 




r nm 2nm 
. D 
3. RECIPROCAL SUMS I 
Using the notation in Section 2, we now state the results of this section in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1: Let m be a positive integer. Then 
Tijr-=(a-P)[mPm)-iw*m)i 
n=l U2nm 
y 1 = 1 
n=0 v 2nm ^ 
2K(p2m) | T 
TT 
n=0 "(2n+l)m 





w=0 r (2/i+l)/w 





-L( /n + 2L(fi2m) - L{ftm\ m odd. 
For a special case of (3.1) concerning the Fibonacci numbers, see the paper of Brady [4], 
where there is an obvious misprint (for 2m/? and Am/i read fl2m and J34m, respectively). Also of 
interest is (2.1) in Shannon and Horadam [8]. The proof of (3.2) proceeds along the same lines as 
the proof of (3.12) in Horadam [6]. The proofs of the first part of (3.3) and the second part of 
(3.4) are similar to the proof of (4.12) in Horadam [6]. For the proofs, one uses the identity 
,.2/1+1 J2n+l ..4/1+2 
l-X 4«+2 l - X .2/7+1 l - X ,4n+2 
together with (2.3). Finally, the proofs of the second part of (3.3) and the first part of (3.4) are 
similar to the proof on page 103 of the above-mentioned paper of Horadam. 
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4. RECIPROCAL SUMS H 
The results of this section are contained in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2: Let m be a positive integer. Then 
1 











[L(J32m) + L(j34m) - 6L(fm) + 4L(j316m)], m odd, 
[L(fi2m) - 4L(J?m) + 5L(JPm) - 2L(fi16m)], m even, 
(4.1) 
{(fl-P) 
Proof: If m is even we have, from (2.8), 
\L(fi2m) - 3L(pgm) + 2L(fil6m)l 
(4.2) 
m odd. 





GO 1 CO -I 
y I y L_ 
z-rf anmv ^ a2nmV I 
n=\ ** r nm «=1 "" r 2nm J 
o o - a co i 
y i y I 
/ rilm\n oo /• o4m\n 
%i+(pimy —Z— 4/w\« 09 »>- (since afi = -l), 
and the first part of (4.1) follows from (2.4). To prove (4.2) we begin with (2.6) and (2.7) and 
proceed in the same manner, making use of (2.3) and (2.5). Now to the second part of (4.1). In 
the first part of (4.1), we replace m by 2m to obtain 
1 CO JT y u2nm __ [L(fim) - 3L(fiSm) + 2ZG91*")], 
which is valid for all positive integers m. When we add this sum to the second sum in (4.2), we 
obtain the second sum in (4.1). This completes the proof. D 
5, THE DUAL RESULTS 
In the introduction we referred to known dual results of special cases of (4.1) and (4.2). To 
obtain these, we replace U(V) by V(U) in (4.1) and (4.2). Then, with the identity U2„ = Uy„ 
the summands become 1/U%m and 1 / f/(22w+1)w. Now if we take Un-Fn7 then the sums 
CO -J CO -j CO -0 
Z-rf. Z-^ -> and Z-ET 
n=\ rn n=l r2n F
2 
n=0 r2n+l 
are known. See, for example (44), (48), and (55) of Bruckman [5], where elliptic functions are 
used. See also (f) and (h) on page 320 of Almkvist [1], where theta functions are used. 
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We have not found the more general sums 
CO 1 CO -. 
]T —2~ and ^ — (for the two parities of m) 
in the literature available to us, and we suspect that their determination is much more difficult 
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